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who to eat,
Here is a man wø goes to a restaurant a-ee4s and he says, Shall I take a

porkehchop or shall I have a veal chop? What is the Lord's will on it?

One of these two may be... meat. It may be very, very important

which of these two you take. Or, really it does not matter, or Ordinarily tt

does not matter. Ordinarily you would say, whether you eat this or whether you eat that i
great

is not going to make b-g- difference. If you get good meals every day, and if

you. get e sufficient vitamins and other things you need the next day, if; you

eat in this order .... the order would not matter much, but there are times

when ... and God only knows, and - the decision like that may be more importa$'nt

than the decition whether you are going to be active in New Jersey -Ghirte-.
to be in China,

or Brazib, or in China. Now, there are men that God wants.. /because they

1w- have particular poasibilities or particular abilities or particular talents that

He wants in that particular position in 4- a it4et situation that is going to

develop in the next few years and We knows about it that we do not know anything

about. There is a man whom God wants in New Jersey, because of certain

situations that are going to develop 15 years from now that He kno about,

and that particular man meets that situation, but in the case of most of us,

if we are serving the Lord to the best of our a1- ability, He It does not make

a great deal of difference whether ive are in China, or whether we are stW- in
in New Jersey,

Brazai]. or whether we are ... /what difference does it make? Whether our }4,es

life is consecrated fully to His purpose, whether we are in a place where

we are/ doing the best we can to serve Him effectively.., so ... one of the

most th- difficult things about the know the Lord's will is know what decisions

you should make in certain ways, but whe- knowing what decisiois are more

important. One of the m t difficult things about the Lord's will is know what

decisions you make in certain ways... some decisions are very, very important

in your life.., and some decisions do not matter, and so here is one man who

can do this type of work very excellently, and he can do this type of work

very excellently, and either one can make real. contributions to the Lord's cause.

And it does not matter too much which of these two goes ij... the Lord needs

both of them and will use them ... Here is another who can do this s- Job excellently,
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